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ABSTRACT
At present, Korea is not only focusing on SW education, but also on integrating
computational thinking with other subjects. In the past, the problem-solving process of
the learner was expressed in writing, and there was a part that the instructor could not
understand. This approach makes it difficult for instructors to provide effective feedback.
Accordingly. the problem-solving process of the learner was represented procedurally
according to the computational thinking process and implemented in the form of blocktype scratch 3.0 program, and the method of fusion of SW education and other courses
was studied in this paper. To do this, I chose a legislative course among the humanities
logic courses. In the legislative lecture, we studied the convergence of computational
thinking process and presented the result of implemented SW. Computational thinking
processes include abstraction, problem division, pattern recognition, and algorithms. The
advantage of the computational thinking process convergence course is that it is easy to
find a place where instructors can give feedbacks on students’ assignments, and
effective SW education is also possible.
Keywords: Convergence, Computational thinking, Humanities logic courses, Legislative
course, SW education, Scratch 3.0
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Ⅰ. Introduction
The curriculum revised in 2015 emphasizes not only SW education but also the
integration of computational thinking processes with other subjects [1-3] (Korea Ministry
of Education, 2015; Wing, 2006; Kim, 2018). In other departments, students define what
problems are to be solved, teach procedural thinking processes to solve them, and use
appropriate software, if necessary, to collect data for problem solving and to determine
situations. Here, SW means such things as internet search, apps, and software for
troubleshooting.
Traditionally, the problem-solving thinking process of learners has been performed
intuitively or by using personal notes. In this case, it is difficult for the instructor to provide
effective feedback on the learner's problem-solving process. In order to make learner's
thinking process according to the computational thinking process, we will study the
method of convergence of computational thinking process that expresses the problemsolving process in order. Computational thinking processes represented by flowcharts
include abstraction, problem division, pattern recognition, and algorithms (Yang, 2017;
Wing, 2008).
When students experience the problem-solving process expressed in flowcharts in the
computational thinking process convergence course, the professor can easily find a place
where students can get feedback on the submitted work, and the learner also solves the
existing problem. It is easy to ask questions to professors in the classroom, and it is
possible to determine for themselves whether the thinking process is systematic and
appropriate for problem solving. In addition, students can experience computational
thinking convergence education in a way that can be used in other departments and
curriculum (Maker Education Working Group, 2018; Jung, 2018; Arduino Working Group,
2018).
Accordingly. problem-solving process of the learner was represented procedurally
according to the computational thinking process and implemented in the form of blocktype scratch program, and the method of fusion of SW education and other courses was
studied in this paper. To do this, I chose a legislative course among the logical logic
courses. In the legislative lecture, we studied the ways of convergence of computing
thinking process and presented the result of implementing SW. Computational thinking
processes include abstraction, problem division, pattern recognition, and algorithms. The
advantage of the computational thinking process convergence course is that it is easy to
find a place where students can get feedback on their assignments, and effective SW
education is also possible (Wang, 2018; Li, 2017).
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Ⅱ. Results of Application of Computational Thinking Process
Convergence in Humanities Logic Courses
2.1 Traditional problem-solving courses taught in legislative courses
Table 1 shows the problem-solving process that has been taught to students in
specific legislative courses. The key issue presented to students in this course is 'Identify
legal judgment issues for legal education'. For this core problem, the detailed problemsolving process is divided into A, B, and C stages as in Table 1.
<Table 1> Legacy problem-solving processes in the legislative course.
problem-solving steps
Entire problemsolving process

‘Process of identifying issues of legal judgment necessary for
legal education’
A) Identify the judgment structure and issues that led to the
conclusion of the judgment.

Main parts of entire
problem-solving
B) Identify structures and issues from a critical point of view
process
and present their own findings.
C) Identify differences in their judgments and their intrinsic
value judgments.
Subsequent
problem-solving
processes of A part

Subsequent
problem-solving
processes of B part

Subsequent
problem-solving
processes of C part

1) The issue of legal judgment is drawn up based on the
judgment analysis.
2) Order the issues of legal judgment and identify the process
that led to the conclusion.
1) Search for and analyze materials other than judgments to
confirm the existence of additional legal issues.
2) Order additional issues and present their own judgment
process and conclusions.
1) Present and discuss their own judgment process and
conclusions to fellow classmates.
2) Discuss the mutual judgment process and conclusions and
clarify the essential issues.
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2.2 Problem-solving process of legislative lectures interpreted by computational
thinking process
In analyzing the problem-solving process presented in Table 1, the problem-solving
thought process taught by the instructor was intuitively or subjectively performed. In this
case, it is difficult for the instructor to understand the problem-solving process written by
the learner and to feedback effectively. This problem-solving process is reinterpreted
according to the computational thinking process and is presented in Table 2. The key
problem of this reinterpreted course was interpreted as 'analyze and determine the
legitimacy of legislative measures for specific social problems.'
<Table 2> Problem solving processes of legislative lectures interpreted by
computational thinking process.
problem-solving steps
Entire
problem- ‘Process of determining legislative feasibility for specific
solving process
social issues’
Main parts of entire A1) Analyze and determine the legitimacy of legislation on
problem-solving
specific social issues.
process
P1) Find five legislative candidates for specific social issues
and search for and gather evidence from each legislative
measure.
P2) Select five evaluation criteria necessary to determine
legislation.
Subsequent
problem-solving
processes of A part

P3) Weight each of the five selection criteria.
P4) Calculate the legislation adoption scores for each of the
five candidates according to the five evaluation criteria with
the weights.
P5) Look at the adoption scores of the five candidates and
select the legislative method with the highest score.

2.3 Implementation of SW for problem solving process according to computational
thinking process
Figure 1 shows the variables and function blocks needed to implement the problemsolving process, according to the computational thinking process suggested in Table 2, by
using the block type scratch 3.0 SW (Malan, 2007; Scratch for Arduino, 2018). In Figure 1,
there are variables for storing 5 candidate and of 5 candidate points, 5 evaluation criteria,
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and 5 weigght values. In Figure 2, onee abstraction block A1 and
d seven sub-fuunctions are
needed to implement the problem-sollving process explained in Table 2. The seven subfunctions represent
r
P1-P
P7 proceduress, respectively
y, in Table 2 and Figure 33. Figure 3
illustrates that
t the P4 blo
ocks shown in Table 2 are brroken down in
nto P6 and P7 bblocks.

[Figure 1] Variables neeeded to impleement the prob
blem-solving process
p
in Tablle 2, when
using the bblock type scraatch 3.0 SW.
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[Figure 2] P1~P7 Seven function blockks needed to implement the problem-solvving process
in Table 2 an
nd Figure 3, w
when using the block type scrratch 3.0 SW.

[Figure 3] P4
4 blocks in Tabble 2 broken down
d
into P6 and
a P7 blocks.
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Tablee 3 shows the first A1 blocck, which is an
a abstraction, converted intto a scratch
block proggram. That is,, one computiing block outtputted accord
ding to an inpput value is
shown. Whhen problem-ssolving and paattern recogniition thinking process is app
pplied to A1
block, it is decomposed into P1 ~ P7 bblocks as also
o shown in Table 3. Meanw
while, the P4
block is divvided into P6 and P7 blockks, as shown in
n Figure 3. Th
hrough the proocess shown
in Table 3,
3 the entire algorithm caan be expresssed in block codes. Figurre 4 is the
representattion of the who
ole SW codes,, which was co
ompleted with
hout any error through the
abstractionn, problem decomposition, annd pattern reco
ognition think
king process.
unctions.
<Table 3> Scratch bllock codes for A1, P1~P7 fu
Function
name

Scratch codes

A1

P1
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P2

P3

P4
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P6

P7

P5
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[Figure 4] Structure of whole SW coddes through ab
bstraction, problem decompoosition, and
pattern recoognition think
king process.

Ⅲ. Analysis
A
off Outputs of Studentts by using
g Proposed
d SW
Purpoose of applyin
ng this propossed SW in a course is thaat students sim
mulate their
problem-soolving algorith
hms derived fr
from the comp
putational thin
nking process and modify
their probleem-solving alg
gorithms. In thhe legislative lecture
l
presentted in this papeer, a sample
result of thhe problem-so
olving processs design subm
mitted by the students
s
are ppresented as
shown in Table
T
4. The isssues presenteed are as follow
ws: "Select leg
gislative meassures for the
social probblem of youth game addictioon." The prob
blem-solving process
p
is defi
fined as "the
process of selecting legislative measurres for the soccial problem of
o youth gamee addiction."
Accordinglly, five cand
didates for leggislation on the social prroblem of “yyouth game
addiction” will be selectted. Students ssubmit scoress to determine five and fivee weights of
legislative feasibility criteria and calcculate legislative validity scores by usingg the SW of
Figure 4. Finally,
F
lookin
ng at the calcuulated scores, the
t students explain that thee higher the
validity off the legislativ
ve measure is. As a higher decision proccess, social isssues can be
selected annd extended to
o this inquiry pprocess, follow
wed by a loweer decision proocess to add
an inquiry process.
p
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<Table 4> A sample result of the problem-solving process design submitted.
Candidate for
legislation

1.
Youth game
production
company
regulation
law

2.
Strengthening
Game
Education in
the Home

3.
Youth game
time limit law

4.
School game
addiction
prevention
education
reinforcement
law

5.
Carrier Game
Access
Restrictions
Act

5 legislative feasibility criteria

weight

5-point
scale

score

1. Conformity with legislative purpose
(mitigation of game addiction)

1

2

2

2. Relevance of Regulatory Measures

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

5. Minimize Opposition

3

2

6

1. Conformity with legislative purpose
(mitigation of game addiction)

1

1

1

2. Relevance of Regulatory Measures

2

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

5. Minimize Opposition

3

1

3

1. Conformity with legislative purpose
(mitigation of game addiction)

1

4

4

2. Relevance of Regulatory Measures

2

4

8

2

4

8

2

4

8

3

4

12

1

3

3

2

3

6

2

3

6

2

3

6

3

3

9

1

5

5

2

5

10

2

5

10

2

5

10

3

5

15

3. Minimize damage caused by
regulations
4. Balance of public interest and
private interest

3. Minimize damage caused by
regulations
4. Balance of public interest and
private interest

3. Minimize damage caused by
regulations
4. Balance of public interest and
private interest
5. Minimize Opposition
1. Conformity with legislative purpose
(mitigation of game addiction)
2. Relevance of Regulatory Measures
3. Minimize damage caused by
regulations
4. Balance of public interest and
private interest
5. Minimize Opposition
1. Conformity with legislative purpose
(mitigation of game addiction)
2. Relevance of Regulatory Measures
3. Minimize damage caused by
regulations
4. Balance of public interest and
private interest
5. Minimize Opposition
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20

10

40

30

50
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Ⅳ. Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the convergence of computational thinking processes that
can be applied in the legislative lecture among the humanities logic lectures. First, we
reinterpreted the existing problem solving process of the legislative course according to the
computational thinking process, and proposed a method of expressing the problem solving
process in the form of block SW so that the learner's thinking process is made according to
the computational thinking process. Finally, after creating the SW in the legislative lecture,
students presented the result of the problem-solving process design, so that the results
collected in the course could be understood when the computational thinking process was
reflected. From the evaluation results of the course operation, it was confirmed that the
computational thinking process convergence method proposed in this paper can improve
students' problem-solving process design ability and SW design ability.
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